Inelastic neutron scattering experiments were performed to investigate the crystalline electric field (CEF) excitations of Nd 3+ (J = 9/2) in the iron pnictide NdFeAsO. The crystal field level structures for both the hightemperature paramagnetic phase and the low-temperature antiferromagnetic phase of NdFeAsO are constructed. The variation of CEF excitations of Nd 3+ reflects not only the change of local symmetry but also the change of magnetic ordered state of the Fe sublattice. By analyzing the crystal field interaction with a crystal field Hamiltonian, the crystal field parameters are obtained. It was found that the sign of the fourth and sixth-order crystal field parameters change upon the magnetic phase transition at ∼140 K, which may be due to the variation of exchange interactions between the 4f and conduction electrons. PACS numbers: 78.70.Nx, 71.70.Ch, 74.70.Xa The discovery of superconductivity at T c = 26 K in LaFeAsO 1−x F x has triggered extensive research on the physical properties and the superconducting mechanism of Febased superconductors [1, 2] .
Inelastic neutron scattering experiments were performed to investigate the crystalline electric field (CEF) excitations of Nd 3+ (J = 9/2) in the iron pnictide NdFeAsO. The crystal field level structures for both the hightemperature paramagnetic phase and the low-temperature antiferromagnetic phase of NdFeAsO are constructed. The variation of CEF excitations of Nd 3+ reflects not only the change of local symmetry but also the change of magnetic ordered state of the Fe sublattice. By analyzing the crystal field interaction with a crystal field Hamiltonian, the crystal field parameters are obtained. It was found that the sign of the fourth and sixth-order crystal field parameters change upon the magnetic phase transition at ∼140 K, which may be due to the variation of exchange interactions between the 4f and conduction electrons. The discovery of superconductivity at T c = 26 K in LaFeAsO 1−x F x has triggered extensive research on the physical properties and the superconducting mechanism of Febased superconductors [1, 2] .
Superconducting transition temperatures higher than 50 K can be reached in RFeAsO 1−x F x systems if one replaces La by rare-earth element R, such as Pr, Nd and Sm [3] [4] [5] [6] . The enhancement of T c by replacing non-magnetic La with magnetic rare-earth ions is argued to be mostly due to the variation of geometric factors instead of the rare-earth magnetism [2, 7, 8] . Nevertheless, the interplay between the Fe 3d and rare-earth 4f magnetism in Fe pnictides still plays an important role in determining the structural and physical properties of these materials. For instance, strong couplings between rare-earth and Fe magnetism are found in both CeFeAsO and SmFeAsO undoped parent compounds [8, 9] . As for NdFeAsO, the Fe spin-density-wave (SDW) transition at T S DW = 137 K is found to be preceded by a tetragonal to orthorhombic structural phase transition at T S = 142 K and a spin-reorientation of Fe magnetic sublattice takes place upon the ordering of Nd moments at low temperature [10] [11] [12] [13] .
As a major interaction in rare earth compounds, CEF interaction reflects directly the electrical and magnetic potential on the rare-earth site which is created by neighboring ions [14, 15] . Experimental determination of CEF structure and CEF parameters is critical to get insight into the energy scale of CEF interaction and to enhance the understanding of the physical properties of rare-earth contained compounds based on the degeneracy of CEF states. As the CEF interaction in the NdFeAsO parent phase has to date not been investigated, we studied the crystal field excitation of Nd 3+ in NdFeAsO by inelastic neutron scattering. Based on the CEF analysis with single ion model, the crystal field levels are established and the CEF parameters are obtained for both the paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic phase of NdFeAsO. The ground state of the Nd 3+ ion was found to be a magnetic doublet in the hightemperature paramagnetic phase, while the molecular field generated by the long range order of Fe moments lifts the degeneracy further and results in a magnetic singlet ground state in the low-temperature antiferromagnetic phase. It was also found that both fourth-and sixth-rank crystal field interactions are significantly different due to the variation of rareearth-conduction electron interactions in two different phases.
The inelastic neutron scattering measurements were performed on the direct-geometry thermal-neutron time-of-flight spectrometer IN4C at the Institut Laue Langevin (Grenoble, France). In order to cover an extended Q-range and to gain in energy resolution, two incident wavelengths of λ i = 1.11 and 2.22
• A were selected using a pyrolitic graphite monochromator. About 7 g of NdFeAsO powder sample was prepared by standard solid state chemistry method as previously reported [16] . The sample was put inside a thin Aluminium sample holder that was fixed to the cold tip of the sample stick of a standard orange cryostat. Standard corrections including detector efficiency calibration and background substraction were performed. The data analysis was done using ILL software tools. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the Bose-factor-corrected S(Q,ω) plots for NdFeAsO compound at 5 and 160 K, respectively. Above T S DW , both the lattice and CEF excitations contribute to the spectra. Below T S DW , the neutron scattering intensity also contains the contribution from magnon scattering. Many inelastic neutron scattering studies on Fe pnictides have shown that the integrated cross sections of Fe spin wave excitations in pnictides are relatively small compared to that of phonon and CEF excitations [18, 19] . Therefore, the CEF and lattice (phonon) excitations dominate the neutron spectra while the magnon scattering can be neglected during the data analysis, as presently done. The generalized phonon density of states (GDOS) was collected using an incident neutron wavelength λ i = 1.11
• A. The GDOS ( Fig. 1(c) ) was extracted from the angle-integrated data over the high-Q region of the (Q,ω) space. The incoherent approximation is applied in the same way as in previous works dealing with phonon dynamics in Fe-pnictides [20] [21] [22] [23] . Our phonon spectra agree well with other measurements on NdFeAsO and NdFeAsO 1−x F x using inelastic x-ray scattering techniques [24] . Further, the present GDOS shows similar features as those of the isostructural LaFeAsO 1−x F x compound obtained via inelastic neutron scattering measurements [25] . One can notice that upon the structural phase transition, the observed phonon features change only slightly. It is known that the phonon scattering intensity generally increases proportional to Q 2 . Pure CFE, which are not coupled to propagating modes, are local excitations and as such do not possess a characteristic dispersion and the scattering intensity decrease with Q following a magnetic form factor. By taking advantage of the different Q-dependence characters for phonon and CEF excitations, the contribution from CEF excitations can be separated by subtracting the phonon intensity from the experimental neutron spectra.
The obtained CEF excitation spectra at 5 K and 160 K are shown in Fig. 1 (d) and (e) as plots of the energy dependence of the scattering intensity. With increasing temperature, the intensities of all inelastic peaks in Fig. 1(d) are decreased, indicating that these peaks originate from the excitations between the ground state to excited states. As the temperature increases to 160 K, few new peaks emerged and their intensity increases with increasing temperature. These peaks can be identified as the CEF transitions between the populated excited states. Besides, the de-excitation transition from excited states to the ground state can also be observed on the energy gain side (negative energy) of the neutron spectrum ( Fig.1(e) ). The dynamic structure factors for neutron energy gain and neutron energy loss are related through the principle of detailed balance, i.e. S (−ω) = e − ω/kT S (ω). To interpret the CEF spectra, we analyze the data in the framework of an ionic CEF model with Hamiltonian:
whereĤ CEF represents the crystalline electric field Hamiltonian, which describes the CEF interaction at the Nd 3+ site in NdFeAsO compound. The second term is the contribution of a molecular magnetic field coupling to the total angular momentumĴ of the Nd 3+ ion. In the high-temperature tetragonal phase, the Nd 3+ cations are located at the 2c site under the C 4v local symmetry. The corresponding CEF Hamiltonian can be written as:Ĥ [17] . The crystal field of the C 4v symmetry splits the 10-fold multiplets of a free Nd 3+ ion into three Γ 6 and two Γ 7 Kramers doublets. In the low-temperature orthorhombic phase, the Nd 3+ 4 I 9/2 ground multiplets are splitted by the orthorhombic crystal field of the C 2v symmetry into five Kramers doublets, namely five Γ 5 states. The CEF Hamiltonian reads as:Ĥ . In principle, four CEF excitation peaks are expected to be observed at 5 K. Any further splitting of CEF peaks in the orthorhombic phase would indicate that the molecular field, i.e. the effective exchange magnetic field B mol induced by the Fe magnetic sublattice, plays a vital role and the degeneracy is further lifted. The local structure surrounding the Nd 3+ ion at 5 K is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . Within the dipole approximation, the differential crosssection for unpolarized neutron scattering and for a CEF transition from state |i to | j can be expressed as:
where k i and k f are the initial and final neutron wave vectors, and ω is the energy transfer. γ is the neutron gyromagnetic ratio, e 2 /mc 2 is the classical electron radius, g J is the Landé factor, F(Q) is the magnetic form factor, e −2W is the DebyeWaller factor, n i is the probability distribution of initial states, and J ⊥ is the component of the total angular-momentum operator perpendicular to Q. By taking into account of the observed CEF energy positions, transition intensities and the evolution of the spectra as a function of temperature, a relevant fit is performed allowing to obtain reliable crystal field parameters that can be used to describe the behavior of the CEF excitations in NdFeAsO [26] . As indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 1(d) and (e), the results of the fitting lead to a good agreement with the observed spectra. Two sets of CEF parameters are obtained and listed in Table. 1, at 5 and 160 K, respectively. A schematic diagram of the splitting of the Nd 3+ 4 I 9/2 ground multiplet is presented in Fig. 2(b) . It is obvious that the ground state at 5 K is a magnetic singlet, whereas the ground state at 160 K is a magnetic doublet. Usually, the different ground states would result in different quasielastic scattering behavior. Compared with the neutron spectrum at 5 K (Fig. 1(d) ), one prominent feature observed in the 160 K spectrum ( Fig. 1(e) ) is the appearance of considerable quasielastic peak intensity nearby the resolution limit elastic peak. The quasielastic signal can be understood as the consequence of spin fluctuations occurring within the degenerate ground state of Nd 3+ ions and it favors the multiplet ground state. The strong quasielastic peak observed at 160 K is mainly due to the magnetic doublet ground state with wave function ψ g = 0.2505| 2 . Generally, the CEF parameters of insulating materials can be obtained from point charge model based calculations [27] . It is assumed that the 4f wave function do not overlap with those of neighboring ions, and the electrostatic crystal field potential is only created by the charge distribution of the neighboring ions. However, in metallic systems, the conduction electrons screen out the neighboring ionic point charge contribution, and the 4f -conduction electron interaction plays an important role in the determination of CEF parameters. At the rare earth sites, the conduction and 4f electrons interact via direct and exchange Coulomb interactions [28] [29] [30] . It was found that the exchange coulombic contribution of conduction electrons to the CEF in rare-earth intermetallics may counterbalance the direct Coulomb contribution and change the sign and magnitude of the effective CEF parameters B 0 4 and B 0 6 [30, 31] . By comparing the CEF parameters obtained for 5 and 160 K in NdFeAsO, it is noticed that the B are subject to a change in both their sign and magnitude. It is suggested that the exchange contribution is larger in the antiferromagnetic phase than in the paramagnetic phase of the metallic NdFeAsO system due to the stronger overlap of the 4f and conduction electron radial wavefunctions.
By using the CEF parameters determined by inelastic neutron scattering measurements at 5 K, the spatial charge density distribution of the 4f electrons of Nd 3+ in NdFeAsO was calculated [32] . As illustrated in Fig. 2(c) , the charge density distribution is significantly nonspherical with slight variation in the ab plane, and a large contraction along the c-axis. The distortion of the charge density by CEF will lead to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the compound. Given the fact that Nd 3+ cations possess a negative second-order Stevens factor α J , the easy axis anisotropy of the Nd magnetic sublattice at 5 K is expected to be along the c-axis. This is analogous to the observation in isostructural SmFeAsO and CeFeAsO compounds, where the moment directions of Sm and Ce atoms were determined to be along the c axis between T RE N and T S DW [8, 9] . The rare-earth magnetic order in this temperature range is indeed induced by the 3d-4f exchange interactions.
In order to get deeper insights into the effect of the molecular field of the Fe atoms on the CEF excitations, a S(Q,w) plot at 5K obtained from data with an incident wavelength of 2.22
• A giving a better resolution in the low energy region as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Two excitation peaks at 7.24 and 8.59 meV are clearly observed and the intensity of these two peaks decrease following the square of the magnetic form factor F(Q). The evolution of the INS spectra as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 3(b) . As the observed CEF peak intensity is proportional to the ground state transition matrix elements,
2 , the marked decrease in intensity of the peaks B and C hints at the decrease of the Van Vleck contributions to static magnetic susceptibility. Temperature dependence of the estimated splitting parameter, P = [E (C) -E (B) ]/[E (C) +E (B) ], reveals that the SDW transition is at around 140 K, which is associated with a long-range antiferromagnetic order of the Fe moments. Additionally, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(c) , the splitting parameter reaches its maximum at 2 K and reduces below 2 K. The latter finding indicates that the local potential at the Nd 3+ sites is changed due to the change of the Fe molecular field upon the spin-reorientation transition of Fe in NdFeAsO [13] . Given the fact that the Nd moments order antiferromagnetically below 2 K in polycrystalline NdFeAsO samples [10, 12] , the effective exchange field due to the Nd magnetic sublattice will undoubtedly influence the crystal field levels of Nd 3+ below 2 K. A similar phenomenon has been reported for PrFeAsO [19] , in which a collapse of the splitting has been observed when the Pr sublattice orderes magnetically at T Pr N = 12 K. In summary, we have performed temperature dependent inelastic neutron scattering measurements of the crystal field excitations in a NdFeAsO compound. With decreasing tempeature, the crystal field ground state of Nd 3+ changes from a magnetic doublet to a magnetic singlet state, accompanied with the occurrence of a long range magnetic ordering of the Fe moments. The crystal field parameters for the Nd 3+ ions have been obtained for both the high-temperature paramagnetic and the low-temperature antiferromagnetic phases, based on the analysis of inelastic neutron spectra with a single ion crystal field model. The significant difference in the high order CEF parameters between the two different phases reflects a great difference in the interaction between the rareearth 4f and conduction electrons.
